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KPR Rust Remover Gel 
Health: 1   Fire: 0   Reactivity: 0   Special: 0   PPE: A  
 
REPLACE Acids & Caustic Rust Removers with  
Safe & Biodegradable KPR Rust Removers  rust 
removing easy!  
Used by thousands of satisfied customers world-wide such as the US armed forces, 
engine builders, auto restorers, manufacturers, hobbyists, weapons restorers, and more.  
KPR Rust Remover Liquid and Rust Remover Gel reduce maintenance, increases 
productivity, and decreases costs. 

KPR Rust Remover Gel non-toxic rust remover removes rust on all types of metals. 

Note:  It will remove oxides such as zinc plated or gun bluing and other oxide 
finishes. 

It is a safe rust removal water based product that does not require any special equipment 
or personal protective wear.  KPR safe liquid rust remover a is non-corrosive to steel and 
does not harm brass, copper, aluminum, gold, lead, titanium, steel, cast iron, solder 
points, vinyl, plastic, rubber, silicone, glass, cork, or wood.  

 KPR Safe Rust Remover Features 

Not a primary eye irritant 
No VOC's 
No Acids 
Not a skin irritant 
No HAP's 
No Caustics 
Non-Toxic (Dermal or Oral) 
No Solvents 
Non-Corrosive 
Non-Hazardous 
Biodegradable 
Non-Flammable 
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KPR Rust Remover Gel 
 
How to Use: 
 
Neutral pH Non-acid rust remover gel. Works well on overhead and vertical surfaces. 
Removes surface rust on ferrous metals and removes oxide from non-ferrous metals. 
Wipe it on let it stand for 15 to 120 minutes depending on the amount of rust to be 
removed. Rinse it off with water.  A one step treatment to remove corrosion from metals. 
No neutralizing steps required as it leaves the metal near to a neutral pH when done. 
 
•  Physically remove any loose rust and dirt away. 

 

 

 

•  Brush KPR Rust Remover Gel™ liberally on rusted area and leave on until rust becomes loose. 
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KPR Rust Remover Gel 

 
•  Wipe the solution clean and repeat the process if any rust remains; leave on longer for 
heavily rusted areas.  
 

 
 
•  Remove any remaining solution with a cloth or water. Try to remove the rust when the 
gel is still wet. 
 
 
Gel form, rust stripper removes corrosion from steel, ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 
Removes light rust from cast iron.  Gets rid of flash rust in as little as 15 minutes. 
 
Heavily rusted surfaces can take up to 3 hours to remove the rust.  Environmentally safe 
formula attacks the rust but will not hurt the metal(s) underneath, so it is great for 
restorations where bead-blasting and polishing are undesirable. 
 
NOT recommended for pitted extra heavy rusted surfaces.  Contact KPR for details. 
 
 
 
KPR Adcor Inc. 
USA & Canada Toll free 1-866-577-2326 
Internet:   Corrosionvci.com/corrosion 
Email:  kpr@corrosionvci.com 
Phone:  905-628-3232  Fax:  905-628-2529 


